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MARINE AND FISHERIES OPERATIONS BRANCH REPORT 

October 2018 – December 2018 

 
 

1. OPENING/CLOSING/PERMITS & AUTHORISATIONS                                 Andy Bradick 

 The Three Rivers cockle fishery, temporary closure was suspended for weekends on the 

Llanybri bed (250 tonnes) from 21st July, on the Ferryside bed (200 tonnes) on Weds & 

Thurs from the 15th August and on the St Ishmael & Tanylan beds on Weds & Thurs from 

the 19th September. All beds were closed on 28th October followed by a Science survey in 

early November. 

o The successful opening was achieved through extensive stakeholder engagement 

and effective cooperation with gatherers, processors, adjacent landowners including 

the MOD. 

o 305 Permits were issued in 2018 

o 30-50 gatherers per day rising to a max of 105 

Season Totals 

o 52 fishing days (July-October) 

o Approx. 550,000 Kg gathered  

o Between £0.60 - £1.50 per Kg 

o Fishery Value £500,000 -£750,000 

 

 The North Wales cockle fisheries of Traeth Melynog (168 tonnes), Traeth Lafan (393 

tonnes) and Red Wharf Bay (25 tonnes) opened on the 1st September.  

o 109 Permits issued 

 The Conwy Bay and Estuary Mussel fishery 

o 22 Authorisations issued to fish this closed fishery. 

 The Welsh King Scallop fishery opened on 1st November. 

o 27 Authorisations issued 

 Recreational razor clam fishery at Llanfairfechan and Penmaenmawr closure extended 

until 31st December 2019 to safeguard protect the stock and enable a stock assessment to 

be carried out. 

 North Wales Recreational Potting (Byelaw 30) 2019-2020 Biannual Permitting 

o 419 Permits issued to date 
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MAIN FISHERIES 

2. Cockles    Barrie John  / Greta Hughes 

There was a slight increase in interest in the North Wales cockle beds following the 

Morecambe Bay fishery closure. Activity was centred on Traeth Melynog with 6 cocklers 

intermittently collecting. Two or three gatherers have been seen periodically collecting on Red 

Wharf Bay. 

The cockle beds in the Three Rivers Area remained open to commercial gathering through 

October. Officers continued to patrol the beds to ensure compliance with the rules of the 

permits and also maintained a presence when the beds were closed. Since the fishery closed 

there have been limited reports of poaching activity.  

 

3.    Bass       Barrie John 

The 2018 TAC & Quota Regulation prevented fishing for European Bass during February and 

March and more stringent measures were introduced for the remainder of the year, including a 

reduction in the quantities allowed by the various metiers. Authorisations were issued to 

qualifying vessels.  

As usual the last quarter of 2018 saw a decline in activity by the bass catching sector as we 

reached the end of the summer/autumn fishery, with little activity reported in November and 

December. Industry has continued to report significant quantities of both juvenile and mature 

bass in coastal waters.  

A recreational bag limit of one fish per day per person (either when fishing from a boat or the 

shore) came into force on 1 October and ran to the end of the year.   

 

4. Crustaceans  Greta Hughes 

Lobster catches were variable and effort naturally tailed off towards the end of the period. 

Some fishermen continued potting to take advantage of increased prices with lobsters 

commanding around £22.50 per kg and edible crab, £3 per kg.  

Lobster pots were substituted by prawn pots as the period progressed especially south of 

Aberystwyth with good catches reported. There was also more interest than usual in the prawn 

fishery off north Llŷn, again accompanied by reports of good catches. 

 

5. Scallops   Barrie John / Greta Hughes 

The Scallop season opened as usual on 1st November in Welsh Waters. There has been 

limited activity to date in Cardigan Bay with very few vessels fishing in the SAC open area. 

Mixed reports received from those engaged in the fishery although most indicate a slight 

improvement on last year. 
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There was very little scalloping activity in north Cardigan Bay during the period. North Llŷn was 

busier but catches were poor. Better catches were reported from north Anglesey, there were 

also reasonable catches reported from Rhyl Flats. 

 

6. Whelks  Barrie John 

Whelk fishing continues to be one of our most prolific fisheries. As we have moved into the last 

quarter of 2018, the fleet continue to be active when weather conditions allow.  All data for 

2018 has not yet been received, but indications are there were between 35-40 vessels 

operating during this time with landings in excess of 500 tonnes; the value of the fishery in the 

quarter being around £600,000. 

 

ASSETS AND RESOURCES 

7. Fishery Patrol Vessels  Mark Pole / Paul Rowley 

The delivery of the new FPV Lady Megan was completed in late November and the team have 
been carrying out extended sea trials, training and patrols.  The new south vessel FPV Rhodri 
Morgan will be coming into service in January 2019, staff have been working closely with MMO 
to prepare for EU Exit day 1 readiness.  Fact sheets for the new vessels are available upon 
request. 

With the new patrol vessels and crew in place we expect a significant increase in patrols over 
the coming months, planned in conjunction with risk based prioritisation with the operations 
room in Milford Haven. 

FPV Cranogwen has been sold along with 2 Ribs, with plans in place to dispose of FPV Aegis 
by the end of February 2019. 

Recruitment has been undertaken for 7 new crew members who are undertaking intensive on 
the job training to become warranted Marine Enforcement Officers. 

 

Fisheries Patrol Enforcement Team (Oct – Jan) 

Month No of Patrols No of 

Inspections 

October 2 1 

November 1 3 

December 1 0 

January 6 6 
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CONTROL AND COMPLIANCE 

8. Compliance with Control Regulation  Barrie John 

The Operations Room continues to monitor all vessel movements within the Welsh Zone via 

VMS technology and through electronic data submissions via the ERS hub. Ensuring that 

submissions are made within the required time frame is paramount to ensure compliance with 

the regulation. As we move towards Brexit, the volume of work in this area is likely to increase 

as Catch certification for import/export is likely to be required (see item 12).   

 

9. Foreign Vessel Landings  Barrie John 

The last quarter of 2018 was relatively quiet in relation to landings by Belgian vessels as quota 

restrictions and poor weather prevented many from fishing within the Celtic Sea and Bristol 

Channel areas. This reduction in landings was mirrored by that of the Anglo-Spanish as most 

of the fleet were operating to the west of Ireland. Full control checks have been made on the 

majority of these landings to ensure compliance with the control regulation requirements. This 

includes scrutiny of VMS data, logbook and landing declarations and physical checks at 

landing which includes sample weighing.  

 

10. Fish Buyers Inspections  Barrie John 

We have continued to work with industry to ensure the smooth delivery into the new Electronic 

Hub for sales note submission process. Officers continue to make regular visits to main 

fish/shellfish buyers to ensure compliance with this statutory obligation and offer guidance 

where required. As there are a significant number of small scale occasional buyers within 

Wales our officers have prioritised calls to these around other operational priorities. However, 

the collection of catch and sales data is paramount to protecting our fishery interests when we 

look towards future fishing opportunities. 

 

11. Marine Licencing  Phil Marshall 

Marine licensable activities have seasonally slowed down with deteriorating weather and 

shorter daylight hours as Christmas approached. However, in early October the judicial review 

regarding the dredged material from Hinckley came to a conclusion when the protestors 

discontinued their claim after legal arguments.  The dredging and disposal of material was 

completed. A number of exemptions for emergency work on coastal defences and flood risk 

were agreed. Three separate activities were stopped for operating without a marine licence 

and these were given verbal advice and education.  

Marine Enforcement Officers have been investigating an alleged breach of marine license 

conditions on Lleiniog beach, Anglesey following concerns raised by members of the public 

about the removal / repositioning of boulders. 
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12. Imports and exports following EU exit  Tim Croucher 

Background 

As a member of the EU, the UK is not currently required to produce or process catch 

certificates for intra-EU trade.  When we leave the EU it is assumed the UK will be treated as a 

third country and will need to provide catch certificates for fish products exported to the EU 

and will require import catch certificates for fish from the EU.  This new requirement will result 

in a significant increase in the number of catch certificates that will need to be produced and 

processed in the UK. 

 

Export catch certificates 

Defra and the MMO, in collaboration with devolved administrations, is developing a digital 

service for implementing export catch certificates for fish products after EU exit.  The service 

needs to be supported by an operational approach that sets out how fisheries administrations 

– including the Welsh Government - will verify the information submitted on these certificates.  

The policy has to address the tension between Governments: 

 As an ‘enabler’ of trade.  Often trade between the UK and Europe requires fresh fish to 

be exported within hours of landing; and 

 Having to monitor and take enforcement action against illegal, unreported and 

unregulated fishing (IUU). 

Verification checks can happen either during the application for an export catch certificate (by 

checking the information the exporter has entered against previously submitted data from 

electronic logbooks, landings declarations or sales notes), or retrospectively once the 

certificate has been validated and the necessary information has been submitted to the 

fisheries authorities.  These checks can involve looking at who is applying to export and the 

consignment itself (for example does the weight of fish they want to export exceed the weight 

originally caught).   

Checking this data before an export certificate is validated may not always be possible, 

particularly when exporting fresh fish requires very quick turnaround times.  While over 12m 

vessels are required to complete electronic logbooks before landing, no such records are 

currently available for smaller vessels (which form the bulk of the Welsh fishing fleet). This 

issue can be further exacerbated by poor internet connectivity. 

The policy being developed is seeking to take account of the above issues. Work is currently 

carrying out testing of the new export catch IT system with exporters in Wales.  Registration for 

the new system will go live early in March. In the unlikely event of the Export Catch certificate 

system not being ready for EU Exit day 1 a manual contingency option is being prepared. 

 

Import catch certificates 

The UK may require catch certificates for imported fish products from the EU after exit.  In 

Wales, import catch certificates would be checked by: 
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 Port health authorities – containerised freight; and 

 The Welsh Government – direct landings (foreign vessel landings). 

Checking would include documentary and identity checks. 

 

Export health certificates 

It is understood from Defra officials that post-exit, the EU will require UK exports of products of 

animal origin (incl. fish products) into the EU to be accompanied by an export health certificate 

and to go through a Border Inspection Post (BIP).   

Defra has estimated that the issuing of animal health certificates could increase significantly 

after exit which will have major resource implications for local authority and veterinarian 

services as well as exporters themselves.  This issue is being looked at by OCVO with the 

involvement of Marine and Fisheries Division. 

The restriction of fish product exports to the EU through BIPs will mean that some Welsh 

exporters may have to adjust their trade routes.  We are therefore arranging consultancy 

services to provide practical support to Welsh fish product exporters to plan for these changes. 
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13. Fisheries Data Capture system 
 
Background 

The Fisheries Data capture system will introduce 2 mandatory requirements for the Welsh 
fishing fleet. This is a priority project to utilise current EMFF Control and Enforcement funding 
and also to prepare for potential future data requirements for exports following EU Exit as 
highlighted above. 

 All under 12m commercial fishing vessels will be required to have a functioning Vessel 
Monitoring System on board whilst operating in Welsh waters.  

 All under 10m commercial fishing vessels will be required to report details of their 

fishing activity including catch, gear in use and effort to the Welsh Authorities. 

 

Progress 

A full OJEU procurement exercise is underway to deliver vessel monitoring to the under 12m 
fleet and work is progressing in partnership with the MMO to develop a under 10m catch 
recording system. Progress since the last note includes: 

 VMS tender is now live. 

 Consultation on VMS expected early February. 

 Catch recording user testing currently being undertaken in Wales. 

 Consultation on catch recording expected February 

  

 

DIRECT ENFORCEMENT 

14. Investigations & Prosecutions  Barrie John 

The Ops team continue to investigate infringements where breaches of legislation are 

detected.  

Currently there are 11 ongoing cases. There are 7 cases currently with solicitors two of which 

arrest warrants have been issued by the courts for one individual involved in each case, with 

the second individual dealt with by the court at the hearing.  

Two cases have been before magistrates in January as follows 

Vessel Ellie Adhamh - Fishing in a prohibited area 31E4 (1 Feb-31 Mar Cod Recovery) within 
the Welsh zone on the 4 Feb 2018. 

Mr Sinnut (Vessel Master on the day of the offence) pleaded guilty and was fined £1000, 
Contribution to costs of £350 and a victim surcharge of £100.  

He was ordered to pay his total penalty of £1,450 in instalments of £200.00 per month.   

Mrs Busher for R&E Fish Limited pleaded guilty and was fined £4,000; contribution to costs of 
£1,433.80 and a victim surcharge £170.  

The total financial penalty of £5,603.80 was ordered to be paid at the rate of £500.00 per 
month. 
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Unlawful Cockle Gathering  

An arrest warrant was issued by the courts for failing to attend to answer charges for an 

alleged cockle gathering offence.    

2018 has proved to be a significant year for the Operations team with regard to this subject. 

Following a backlog of cases following a change of legal provision, 27 cases were put before 

the Magistrates with guilty pleas being submitted to all. 

 

FLEET MANAGEMENT 

15. Vessel Licencing  Barrie John 

The licensing of Welsh Fishing Industry remains a key priority. The current structure of the 

Welsh fleet consists of 27 >10m and 377 <10m vessels. We have continued to see delays with 

registration which in turn impacts on our ability to licence vessels in a timely manner. We 

continue to support our industry by ensuring those affected are able to work while these delays 

are resolved. There were 117 licence transactions carried out over the last quarter, 15 of which 

were licence dis-aggregations. 

 

16.  Quota Management                              Mike Jones 

Swaps made during the last quarter of the year enabled extra skates and ray quota to be 

bought in from Spain and France. This was particularly important in keeping the Small Eyed 

Ray fishery open in the Bristol Channel when it looked as if the UK allocation would become 

exhausted in early November.  

No Welsh fisheries were closed in 2018 and in many instances Welsh under 10m boats fished 

against better allocations than their English counterparts notably for sole, plaice and skates 

and ray.   

The most substantial uptake of quota for Welsh under 10m vessels were for sole in the Irish 

Sea (94% uptake), plaice in the Bristol Channel (approx. 60% uptake) and skates and ray 

(79%) uptake. There will be increases in the TAC for these three species in 2019 which is 

good news. 

 

17. Sea bass            Mike Jones 

The 2019 measures on sea bass were again subject to long and protracted negotiation at the 
December Council. The agreed measures continue to allow member States build on the early 
signs of recovery which vindicate the restrictions commercial and recreational fishermen have 
had to accept over the last 3 years. 

Details of the 2019 restrictions are included as a separate WMFAG paper 
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18. Wrasse                        Phil Marshall 

Marine Harvest, who has purchased the fish farm on Anglesey, has taken no wild wrasse from 

Welsh Waters in 2018, and there are no immediate plans to do so. Intensive research 

continues into farming captive wrasse which is the long term goal.  Welsh Government are still 

in dialogue with Southern IFCA regarding how well their voluntary measures are working with 

commercial wrasse exploitation on the South Coast of England. 

 

19.  Prosecutions                             Barrie John 

In quarter 3 one case was prosecuted in courts, a number of other cases were adjourned with 

dates set for the New Year.  

 

Name of Vessel or 
Defendant 

Offence Committed Total for case 

D Lewis Night time gathering of cockle £380 

 

 

20.  Web Pages                      Andy Bradick 

 Three Rivers Public Notice of temporary closure published. 

 Recreational potting guidelines and bi-annual Permit applications revised and published to 
the web. 

 Public Notice on the extension to the closure of the Llanfairfechan and Penmaenmawr 
razor clam fishery. 

 Initial work to provide structure to the Marine & Fisheries pages has started. 

o Separation of Intertidal and Sea Fisheries 

o Future developments include separation of commercial and recreational activities  

 News Item to encourage subscription to Fisheries and Brexit bulletin and notification of 
Brexit meetings across Wales, 16-31 January. 

 Link to Ministerial Written Statement: Welsh Whelk Fishery Statutory Instrument. 
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Appendix 1.  Fisheries Operations Performance Indicators for October 2018 – December 2018. 
 

 

Work Area Activity October 2018 November 2018 December 2018 

Enforcing Marine 

Fisheries legislation  

Patrols at sea  2 1 1 

Inspections at sea 1 3 0 

Inspections in port  53 28 24 

Ports visited 147 109 69 

RBS checks  20 4 3 

Investigating Marine 

Fisheries Crime 

Infringements detected  0 0 0 

New investigations  0 0 0 

Live investigations 10 10 10 

OWW 0 0 0 

Successful prosecutions 0 0 1 

Enforcing the Marine 

Licensing regime 

Active Marine Licenses  98 101 100 

Number  of Marine Licenses Checked  2 2 2 

 Infringements 1 0 0 

Live Investigations  1 1 1 


